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Using Spreadsheets as a Tool for  Teaching Construction 
Management Concepts and Applications 

 
 
Abstract 
 
Spreadsheets are becoming very powerful tools in solving engineering problems. The Excel 
spreadsheet, for example, is becoming an integral part of any computer program library. The 
applications of spreadsheet programs can do basic financial calculations such as cost estimates, 
schedule control, and cost control to solving complicated problems. In addition, they can create 
charts and graphs from data. 
 
This paper is presenting the use of spreadsheets in teaching construction management-related 
concepts ranging from simple to very advanced applications. Several templates were developed 
to explain the concepts and their use in the classroom. Samples of Excel templates developed to 
help understand several concepts and to be used by students in classrooms are presented. The 
templates are addressing several concepts ranging from a simple constructing cost estimate 
problem to a very advanced application like scheduling linear and repetitive projects. 
 
Introduction 
 
Spreadsheets made their first appearance for personal computers in 1979 in the form of VisiCalc, 
an application designed to help with accounting tasks1. Since that time, the diversity of 
applications of the spreadsheet program is evidenced by its continual reappearance in scholarly 
journals. Spreadsheets are, therefore, among the earliest software innovations that had a 
profound effect on the widespread use of personal computers. Among the strong features of 
spreadsheets are their intuitive cell-based structure and the simple interface that is easy to use, 
even for first time users2. Underneath the structure and the interface is a host of powerful and 
versatile features that can be utilized in teaching, from data entry and manipulation to a large 
number of functions, charts, and word processing capabilities. Newer spreadsheet versions have 
also added many productivity features for Internet connectivity, workgroup sharing, powerful 
programmability options, and a number of add-in programs3. With their wide use, spreadsheets 
have been used as tools for developing computer models that can be used as a tool for teaching 
construction management concepts, for which ease of use, versatility, and productivity are the 
main issues. Hegazy and Ersahin2 used Excel to develop an information system for 
subcontractors and small/medium-sized contractors. Their developed spreadsheet stores resource 
data for labor, equipment, crews, material, subcontractors, and alternative methods of 
construction for various tasks. In addition, a separate worksheet is designed for each project to be 
used for estimating and control purposes. 
 
Ickert and Huston4 developed a spreadsheet that can be used to analyze multiple solutions for 
engineering problems efficiently and accurately, and to produce graphs that convey the solution 
to the end users. Thiriez5 developed several spreadsheets as educational tools for students. One 
example is to use the drawing capabilities of Excel to represent decision trees and where window 
switching and macros allow the educator to animate his presentation. Another example presented 
by Thiriez5 is the use of Excel in dynamic programming, deterministic or stochastic, where Excel 
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functions facilitate the development of specialized models5. From primary to tertiary levels, the 
spreadsheet is gradually increasing in its importance as a tool for teaching and learning.  
 
In this paper, Microsoft Excel6 is used for developing spreadsheets that can be used for teaching 
construction management concepts and applications including construction data management, 
time-cost tradeoff analysis, optimum markup estimation, simulating and scheduling construction 
activities with uncertain durations, scheduling linear and repetitive projects, schedule and cost 
control, and optimization of construction operations. First, the use of spreadsheets as a tool for 
teaching construction management concepts in general is discussed. Three illustrative examples 
are then presented to demonstrate how spreadsheets can be used as a powerful tool in teaching.  
 
Spreadsheets as a Tool for  Teaching Construction Management Concepts  
 
The basic paradigm of an array of rows-and-columns in spreadsheets with automatic update and 
display of results has been extended with libraries of mathematical and statistical functions, 
versatile graphing and charting facilities, powerful add-kpu"uwej"cu"Oketquqhv"GzegnÓu"Uqnxgt."
attractive and highly functional graphical user interfaces, and the ability to write custom code in 
languages such as OketquqhvÓu Visual Basic for Applications. 
 
Spreadsheets with these powerful capabilities can be used as an effective tool for teaching 
construction data management, time-cost tradeoff analysis, optimum markup estimation, 
simulation, and optimization of construction operations. Since the core of any information 
system is the storage of the data and information for management operations, database 
capabilities in spreadsheet programs can be used as an effective tool to develop complex data 
management system for construction information. Few basic, but infrequently used, spreadsheet 
features need to be known and can be used to develop practical and powerful models for 
construction applications: (1) data lists; (2) data menu options; (3) basic spreadsheet functions 
uwej"cu"ÒÒvnqqmwrÓÓ="cpf"*6+"rkxqv"vcdng reports. 
 
Excel can also be used in linear programming, where the solver is used, and where the 
spreadsheet's graphing capabilities are used both to represent the feasible set and the objective 
function, and to interactively animate the objective function or constraint movements. Excel can 
also be used in simulation, where stochastic simulation may be facilitated through the use of an 
add-in, and a decision support system may thus be built from scratch. 
 
Spreadsheets Developed for  Teaching Construction Management Concepts 
 
In this study, several spreadsheets were developed to teach construction management concepts 
such as construction data management, time-cost tradeoff analysis, optimum markup estimation, 
simulating and scheduling construction activities with uncertain durations, scheduling linear and 
repetitive projects, schedule and cost control, and optimization of construction operations. Three 
examples are presented in this paper to demonstrate the use of spreadsheets in teaching 
construction management concepts. The first example illustrates the use of Excel for the 
management of construction information. In Excel, a data list is a simple structure of columns 
and rows that contain data (e.g., range A1:C6 in Fig. 1). Entering data into a large spreadsheet 
list may become extremely vgfkqwu"cpf"rtqpg"vq"gttqt0"Vjg"ÒÒFcvc-hqtouÓÓ"ogpw option in Excel 
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provides a simple way for editing or deleting existing records in a list or adding new records. 
Fig. 1 ujqyu"qpg"uwej"hqto."yjkej"ycu"cevkxcvgf"hqt"vjg"ÒÒNcdqtÓÓ sheet of the developed 
construction data management system. Sorting the data helps bring similar records together for 
visual inspection or other purposes such as preparing reports and charts. Uskpi"vjg"ÒÒFcvc."UqtvÓÓ 
ogpw"qrvkqp."vjg"nkuvÓu"fcvc"ecp"dg"cttcpigf"kp"cp"qtfgt"vjcv is chosen by sorting the records. 
Filtering the data is also a useful way to view a subset of the records that compose a list. To filter 
a list is to extract records from it, based on criteria set by the user. Referencing and searching the 
list is another important part of the data management process. In realistic systems, where several 
lists of data are available, a link needs to be established among them (similar to the relational 
database concept). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

 
 
 
    

 
Fig. 1. Excel Data List 

 
 
One simple and imrqtvcpv"urtgcfujggv"hwpevkqp"ÒÒxnqqmwrÓÓ"ecp"dg used to link separate lists of 
information by making a reference to where the original data are. For example, consider the 
situation when a new list is used for estimating purposes (Fig. 2) and this list refers to the 
ÒÒEqfgÓÓ"qh"vjg"ncdqt"dgkpi"wugf0 Accordingly, it is possible to determine the cost by using the 
ÐxlookupÑ function to search the original labor list and determine kvu"cuuqekcvgf"ÒÒTcvg1jtÓÓ"xcnwg."
as shown in Fig. 2. If the resource code specified in cell A4 of the estimate is changed (e.g., L5 is 
used), the costs will be adjusted automatically in cells C4 and D4 of the estimate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 
Fig. 2. Referencing Data List 

Vlookup function in Cell C4: 
= vlookup (A4, Labour!A1:C6, 3, 0) 
 

 Search        List    Column   Exact match 
  value                    number P
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In addition to vjg"ÒÒxnqqmwrÓÓ"hwpevkqp."vjg"ÒÒOcvejÓÓ."ÒÒKpfgzÓÓ."cpf"ÒÒQhhugvÓÓ functions provide 
further control over the data in a list. The help system of Excel can be used to obtain information 
about the syntax and use of these important functions. Reporting is another essential requirement 
for obtaining summary data on resources and operations. In Excel, the pivot table wizard 
provides an automated report generator. Pivot tables can be used to cttcpig"rtqlgevuÓ"kphqtocvkqp"
in the needed format, summarize long lists in a compact format, find relationships within lists 
that are hidden by all details, display data in the form of subtotals, averages, percentages, 
summations, etc. 
 
The second example illustrates the use of probabilistic models to analyze the behavior of the 
eqpvtcevqtÓu competitors bidding for a job in order to optimize the markup used in bidding for a 
job. The probability approach has historically been the most popular technique for the 
construction of bidding models. Most bidding models based on probability theory have been 
derived from the work of Friedman7. Friedman claimed that, in a tender, it was possible to model 
each bidder's behavior as a function of the estimated cost by means of a probability distribution. 
The general approach assumes that there are a number of bidders competing regularly against 
each other in the same market place and, given a sufficient number of opportunities to tender 
against known competitors, any one player can collect sufficient information to model the 
relationship between its own markup on future projects against the probability of submitting the 
lowest tender. This approach also assumes that the basic prime cost is similar for all competitors, 
and by comparing the competitors' tender figures for past projects with its own estimate of prime 
cost, a contractor can therefore develop a probability distribution for each of its competitors 
showing the likelihood of winning future tenders with different markups. 
 
Wukpi"HtkgfocpÓu"oqfgn."vhe probability of winning against a range of contractors (Pwinall) is the 
product of the chances of beating them each individually, and the maximum expected profit (EP) 
can be calculated as follows: 
      Expected profit (EP) = Profit x Pwinall 

Where: Pwinall = Pwin1 x Pwin2 x ÈÈÈÈ"x Pwinn  
   n: is the number of competitors 
 
Gates8 suggested that by comparing its own bid to the winning bid a contractor could calculate 
the markup which would have been needed in order to win the contract. Again this implies that 
cost is the most important criterion: 
   
 

 
   
To illustrate this concept to students, the two approaches were modeled using Excel and a 
spreadsheet was developed to calculate the optimum markups using both Friedman and Gates 
approaches. When a contractor bids for a new job,  it is assumed that he/she knows other 
competitors bidding for the same job. To estimate the optimum markup for the contractor, the 
user will only enter the number of previous bids for each competitor bidding for the job, the 
comrgvkvqtuÓ"dkf"xcnwgu"hqt"vjgug"dkfu."cpf"vjg"eqpvtcevqtÓu"guvkocvgf"equv"*Hki0"5+0"Cu"ujqyp"kp"
Fig. 3, Excel will calculate the mean and standard deviation for the previous bids of each 
competitor.    

1 
[(1 - P(Win1)) / P(Win1+_"-"È00"-"]*3"- P(Winn)) / P(Winn)] + 1  

P(Winall) = 
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Fig. 3. Input Sheet for Optimum Markup Estimation 

 
 
As shown in Fig. 4, Excel will also calculate the probability to win each competitor separately 
and the probability to win all competitors, using Friedman and Gates models. For both models, 
the maximum expected profit (max. EP) is found using thg"ÐOczÑ"function. The maximum 
expected profit using FriedmanÓu model, for example, is found to be $2389.47. Excel will then 
find the markup corresponding to the maximum expected profit for both Friedman and Gates 
models using the ÒÒxnqqmwrÓÓ"hwpevkqp. For the example in hand, the optimum markups using 
Friedman and Gates models are 3% and 7%, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   Vlookup function in Cell I28: 
                                                          = vlookup (I27, I15:K25, 3, 0) 

 
Fig. 4. Optimum Markup Estimation Sheet 
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The third example illustrates the use of spreadsheets for teaching the concept of scheduling 
construction activities with uncertain durations, or what is known in the literature as scheduling 
using the program evaluation and review technique (PERT). Using this technique, each activity 
has three durations; the optimistic time (a), the pessimistic time (b), and the most likely time (m). 
PERT uses a weighted average of the three times to find the overall project duration. This 
average time is called the expected time (te), which is equal to (a + 4 m + b)/6. To determine the 
probability of a project to be completed earlier or later than expected, the variance (v) of each 
activity along the critical path is calculated as follows: v = (b - a)2/36. Sine the duration of each 
activity is uncertain; the time of occurrence of each activity is also subject to uncertainty. The 
measure of uncertainty of the final event in a PERT diagram is the standard deviation of the 
expected time, denoted as jTE. The jTE is the square root of the sum of the activities ahead of the 
event and, therefore, the jTE for the last event is the square root of the sum of the variance of all 
activities along the critical path. Also the expected time of the last event in the project is denoted 
as TE. To determine the probability of completing a project earlier or later than expected, the 
deviation (z) needs to be calculated; where z = (TS Î TE)/jTE and TS is the scheduled time to finish 
the project. 
 
A spreadsheet was developed to illustrate this concept. For the five-activity project shown in Fig. 
5, the user is asked to input the optimistic time (a) and the pessimistic time (b) for each activity 
in the project and their corresponding variances (v = j2) are then calculated automatically. 
Several iterations are used by selecting random numbers between the optimistic and pessimistic 
timeu"wukpi"vjg"Gzegn"Ðtand()Ñ"hqtownc0 For the purpose of this example, four iterations are used. 
A random duration for activity 1-2, for example, is 8.344 days (iteration 1), as shown in Fig. 5. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
      
  
 

Fig. 50"Kprwv"qh"CevkxkvkguÓ"Fwtcvkqp"Wukpi"RGTV 
 
 
Each path in the network is identified by the user and, following the logic of the network, the 
critical path is automatically calculated by identifying the longest path in the project. The 
expected time of the last event in the project (TE) is calculated and the standard deviation (jTE) 
for critical activities in each path for each of the four iterations is also calculated. The average 
expected time (TE) and the average the standard deviation (jTE) were calculated using the 
ÐcxgtcigÑ"hwpevkqp."cu"ujqyp"kp"Hki0"80 As shown in the figure, for a scheduled time (TS) = 45 
days; for example, the probability (Prob.) to complete the project in this duration equals 83.91% 
and the risk associated with this probability = 100 Î Prob. = 100 Î 83.91 = 16.09%.    
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Fig. 6. The Probability and Risk Calculation Sheet for Example 3 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Spreadsheets are becoming increasingly popular for use as a powerful tool in teaching and are 
considered among the earliest software innovations that had a profound effect on the widespread 
use of personal computers. Among the strong features of spreadsheets are their intuitive cell-
based structure and the simple interface that is easy in education. Underneath the structure and 
the interface is a host of powerful and versatile features that can be utilized in teaching, from 
data entry and manipulation to a large number of powerful functions. In this paper, several 
spreadsheet applications are developed for use in teaching construction management concepts.  
 
For the purpose of illustration, three of these spreadsheet applications are then presented. The 
three examples demonstrate the simple and powerful data management features of spreadsheets 
and its capability in solving complex construction management problems. Students will better 
understand the concept because they developed the model and can easily visual the results. In 
addition, the developed spreadsheets, as such, represent a transparent methodology that allows 
for quick what-if analysis regarding cost estimation, optimum markup estimation, and risk 
analysis. Finally, the availability of Excel makes it a powerful tool in developing application at 
school and at work after graduation. 
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